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Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) has been studied with paired-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) by administering two pulses at a millisecond-scale interstimulus interval (ISI) to a single cortical target. It
has, however, been difﬁcult to study the interaction of nearby cortical targets with paired-pulse TMS. To over-
come this limitation, we have developed a multi-locus TMS (mTMS) device, which allows controlling the stimulus
location electronically. Here, we applied mTMS to study SICI in primary motor cortex with paired pulses targeted
to adjacent locations, aiming to quantify the extent of the cortical region producing SICI in the location of a test
stimulus. We varied the location and timing of the conditioning stimulus with respect to a test stimulus targeted to
the cortical hotspot of the abductor pollicis brevis (APB) in order to study their effects on motor evoked potentials.
We further applied a two-coil protocol with the conditioning stimulus given by an oval coil only to the sur-
roundings of the APB hotspot, to which a subsequent test stimulus was administered with a ﬁgure-of-eight coil.
The strongest SICI occurred at ISIs below 1ms and at ISIs around 2.5ms. These ISIs increased when the condi-
tioning stimulus receded from the APB hotspot. Our two-coil paired-pulse TMS study suggests that SICI at ISIs of
0.5 and 2.5 ms originate from different mechanisms or neuronal elements.1. Introduction
Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) has been studied exten-
sively by administering pairs of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
pulses to the primary motor cortex and by measuring motor evoked po-
tentials (MEP) from the targeted muscle (Di Lazzaro et al., 2006). Kujirai
et al. (1993) demonstrated that a weak stimulus preceding a subsequent
suprathreshold test stimulus by 5ms or less may suppress the MEP due to
the latter stimulus. Epidural recordings have shown that the associated
suppression of descending volleys recruited by the test stimulus occurs at
the cortical level (Di Lazzaro et al., 1998; Nakamura et al., 1997). SICI is
prominent at two distinct interstimulus intervals (ISI). At ISIs up to about
1ms, it has been argued to be due to axonal refractoriness (Fisher et al.,
2002; Hanajima et al., 2003; Roshan et al., 2003) or synaptic processes
(Roshan et al., 2003; Vucic et al., 2009, 2011). SICI at ISIs around 2.5ms
is likely related to GABAA mechanisms (Di Lazzaro et al., 2000; Ilic et al.,
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evier Inc. This is an open access aobserved that SICI at 1-ms ISI and at greater ISIs depend differently on
the pulse duration, also indicating a different mechanism underlying SICI
at different ISIs. SICI may be affected, e.g., by motor training (Rafﬁn and
Siebner, 2019) or experimental pain (Salo et al., 2019).
The suppression of MEP amplitude due to SICI depends on the in-
tensity of the conditioning stimulus (CS) and emerges when it exceeds
about 40–50% of the resting motor threshold (RMT) (Kujirai et al., 1993;
Sch€afer et al., 1997; Vucic et al., 2009). For relaxed muscles, inhibition at
1-ms ISI has a lower threshold than at 2.5ms (Fisher et al., 2002). For an
ISI of 3ms and a suprathreshold test stimulus, MEP suppression is stron-
gest when CS is around 80% RMT (Kujirai et al., 1993). At different ISIs,
the observed amount of inhibition has a different dependency on the CS
intensity; this may be because both SICI and short-interval intracortical
facilitation (SICF) contribute to the responses (Peurala et al., 2008).
Only a few studies have addressed the question of how the location or
orientation of the conditioning stimulus within the primary motor cortex
(M1) affects SICI. Kujirai et al. (1993) used two ﬁgure-of-eight coils, oneAalto University School of Science, P.O. Box 12200, FI-00076, AALTO, Finland.
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Table 1
Subjects. Hand preference was self-reported by the participants. RMT is given in
terms of the maximum E-ﬁeld intensity induced in the geometry of our TMS-coil
characterizer (Nieminen et al., 2015).
Subject Age Gender Handedness RMT (V/m)
1 32 Male Right 74
2 28 Male Right 102
3 27 Female Left 72
4 26 Female Right 73
J.O. Nieminen et al. NeuroImage 203 (2019) 116194centered above the hand area and the other placed over the vertex, to
administer conditioning (CS) and test (TS) stimuli. They reported that a CS
with the coil over the vertex could suppress MEPs in the relaxed ﬁrst
dorsal interosseous at an intensity not itself evoking any MEPs in active
hand muscles. Moreover, a CS with the coil placed over the hand area
suppressed the test responses in active tibialis anterior evoked by the coil
at the vertex (Kujirai et al., 1993). Ashby et al. (1999) studied SICI in an
epilepsy patient using an implanted electrode array with 1-cm
center-to-center electrode distances. They found no SICI when the CS
was delivered through neighboring pairs of electrodes further than 1–2 cm
from the test site (Ashby et al., 1999). Ziemann et al. (1996b) used two
coils placed on top of each other and reported that SICI at latencies above
1ms is independent of the CS orientation, suggesting that it is mediated by
neuronal elements that are stimulated equally in all orientations.
In this study, we investigate SICI in a paired-pulse TMS setting by
administering over M1 two pulses separated by only a few millimeters.
We also address the mechanisms behind SICI at ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms
using conditioning stimuli that affect only the surroundings of the tar-
geted spot. With these measures, we aim to quantify the extent of the
region causing SICI in M1. For these purposes, we have developed a
multi-locus TMS (mTMS) device, which allows us to adjust the stimula-
tion site electronically without coil movement (Koponen et al., 2018a).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Multi-locus transcranial magnetic stimulation
Our mTMS device allows one to shift the stimulated cortical spot
electronically, i.e., without coil movement, by adjusting the relative
current amplitudes (Koponen et al., 2018a) in a ﬁgure-of-eight coil and
an overlapping oval coil placed in a single coil former (Fig. 1A). This
transducer can translate the stimulation target in the cortex on a
30-mm-long line segment in the direction perpendicular to the peak
induced electric ﬁeld (E-ﬁeld; Fig. 1B). The E-ﬁeld proﬁle around its
maximum is similar for all target locations. The transducer is driven by
custom-made electronics (Koponen et al., 2017, 2018a).
To overcome the inherently slow adjustment of the capacitor volt-
ages, we controlled the stimulation intensity by varying the pulse dura-
tions (Peterchev et al., 2013). This allowed us to administer paired-pulse
mTMS with millisecond-scale ISIs while having full control over the
stimulation intensity. Speciﬁcally, in our monophasic pulse waveforms,
we adjusted the duration of the initial positive phase of the stimulus so
that we could obtain the desired stimulation strength, i.e., depolarization
of the neuronal membrane, without changing the capacitor voltage. The
duration of the ﬁnal negative phase was adjusted accordingly to bring the
current back to zero. For more details, see the Appendix.5 35 Male Right 79
6 24 Male Right 102
7 29 Female Left 79
8 25 Male Right 81
9 33 Male Left 782.2. Participants
Nine healthy subjects (3 females, 6 right-handed, 24–35 years old, see2Table 1) participated in the study after giving their written informed
consent. The study was approved by the Coordinating Ethics Committee
of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa and was carried out in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.2.3. Data acquisition
The measurements were conducted over the course of several days (8
and 2 days for Subject 1 and the other subjects, respectively). Subject 8
left the study after the ﬁrst day, as he experienced headache, possibly
caused by the activation of scalp muscles with the oval-coil stimulation,
coil pressure on the scalp, or warm (but less than 41 C) coil bottom.
Participants sat in a chair and were instructed to keep their right hand
relaxed. Electromyography was recorded with the eXimia EMG device
(500-Hz low-pass ﬁltering, 3,000-Hz sampling frequency; Nexstim Plc,
Helsinki, Finland) from the right abductor pollicis brevis (APB), ﬁrst
dorsal interosseous, and abductor digiti minimi using surface electrodes
in a belly–tendon montage. Data of ﬁrst dorsal interosseous and abductor
digiti minimi are not considered in the present study, as the stimulation
targeting was deﬁned relative to the APB hotspot (see below).
TMS was administered with the mTMS transducer shown in Fig. 1.
The position of the transducer with respect to the subject’s head was
monitored with the Nexstim eXimia NBS neuronavigation system. For
this purpose, the participants had undergone structural T1-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging; in the analysis of Experiments 1a–b and
3, the same imaging data were used for building anatomical head models
of subjects. The transducer was positioned according to the global
anatomy of the left M1 so that lateral target movement would keep the
maximally stimulated site within M1 (see Fig. 2). The predominant E-
ﬁeld direction was in the posterior–anterior (PA) direction to obtain
maximumMEP amplitudes, unless otherwise mentioned. The duration of
the applied monophasic pulse waveform was varied to adjust the in-
tensity (see Section 2.1), but the waveform always contained a 30-μs hold
period with near-zero E-ﬁeld between the parts with positive (PA di-
rection) and negative (anterior–posterior, AP, direction) E-ﬁelds (Kopo-
nen et al., 2018b). The maximum pulse duration was 176 μs.Fig. 1. mTMS transducer. (A) A photograph of our
two-coil mTMS transducer. The ﬁgure-of-eight coil
induces an E-ﬁeld with its maximum below the coil
center. Simultaneous activation of the overlying
oval coil seamlessly moves the ﬁeld maximum in
the horizontal direction. The size of the coil former
is 20 by 30 cm. (B) E-ﬁeld distributions for central
(left) and 15-mm-translated (right) stimulation on a
spherical surface with a radius of 70mm as
measured by our TMS-coil characterizer (Nieminen
et al., 2015); the bottom of the transducer was
85mm from the origin of the spherical model. The
red lines indicate the position below the transducer
center.
Fig. 2. Stimulation targets in paired-pulse
mTMS (Experiment 1a) and E-ﬁeld pro-
ﬁles in two-coil paired-pulse TMS (Exper-
iment 3). (A) Stimulation targets overlaid on
a magnetic resonance image of the primary
motor cortex of Subject 1. The star indicates
the location of the test-stimulus target cor-
responding to the APB hotspot. The red
arrow gives the direction of the test stimulus.
The conditioning stimuli were given along a
line segment covering locations in M1 (blue
dashed line). (B) Measured E-ﬁeld proﬁles of
the oval (CS) and ﬁgure-of-eight (TS) coil in
the spherical geometry of our TMS-coil
characterizer (Nieminen et al., 2015) in the
direction perpendicular to the peak induced
E-ﬁeld of the ﬁgure-of-eight coil (along the
blue dashed line in panel A). The colored
shadings show the regions in which the
oval-coil stimulation intensity is below 50%
RMT.
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in the left M1 for each subject. Then, we determined the RMT of APB as
the lowest stimulation intensity eliciting MEPs greater than or equal to
50 μV in peak-to-peak amplitude in at least 10 out of 20 consecutive trials
(Rothwell et al., 1999) with a randomized ISI of 4–6 s (2–3 s for Subject
1). In this part, all pulses had a 60-μs initial phase, and the intensity was
adjusted by varying the capacitor voltage. With the transducer above the
APB hotspot, we mapped the motor responses elicited by single-pulse
TMS on targets lateral or medial to the hotspot by electronically trans-
lating the E-ﬁeld pattern to different targets. This mapping, conducted at
110% RMT (all pulses having 60-μs initial phases), covered targets
located within 15mm from the hotspot in both lateral and medial di-
rections, in 1-mm steps. Each location was stimulated four times (three
times for Subject 1), the stimulation order was randomized, and the ISI
was 4–6 s.
In those paired-pulse experiments in which the transducer was above
the APB hotspot (see below), the capacitor voltage of the ﬁgure-of-eight
coil was set so that a pulse with a 60-μs initial phase would correspond to
100%-RMT stimulation of the APB hotspot.
2.3.1. Experiment 1a: paired-pulse mTMS
With Subject 1, we studied how a conditioning stimulus to the vicinity
of the APB hotspot affects MEPs. We placed the transducer above the APB
hotspot and applied a paired-pulse mTMS protocol with test stimuli to the
APB hotspot at 120% RMT. These were preceded by a conditioning
stimulus at 80% RMT, administered either at the APB hotspot or to its
lateral or medial sides covering the range from 15 to 15mm in 3-mm
steps (negative and positive values refer to lateral and medialTable 2
Summary of experiments 1–3.
Experiment 1a Experimen
Number of subjects 1 1
Conditioning-stimulus intensity 80% RMT 50–75% RM
steps
Test-stimulus intensity 120% RMT 120% RMT
Conditioning-stimulus target 15 … 15mm
(in 3-mm steps); 16, 18, 20, or 24mm
from the APB hotspot
APB hotsp
Test-stimulus target APB hotspot APB hotsp
Interstimulus interval 0.5–10ms (20 ISIs)a 0.5–10ms
Inter-train interval 4–6 s 4–6 s
Number of repetitions of each
paired-pulse stimulus
16 16
Number of test stimuli for reference 64 (48 for CS targets at 16, 18, 20, and
24mm)
48
a The exact ISIs are provided by the small dots in Fig. 3.
3displacements, respectively; see Fig. 2A). The CS–TS interval varied from
0.5 to 10ms (20 ISIs). Each pulse pair was administered eight times on
two sessions in separate days (i.e., 16 times in total), to account for MEP
variability. In both sessions, we also applied 64 test stimuli without a
preceding conditioning stimulus to obtain a reliable baseline, to allow the
effects of the conditioning stimuli to be determined. In addition, for each
target, we administered the conditioning stimulus alone (i.e., without the
test stimulus) 16 times on both days. In both sessions, the stimuli were
shufﬂed and divided into 16 pulse sequences, with 125 stimuli each. The
inter-train interval (ITI) was 4–6 s. Consecutive pulse sequences were
separated by a break of a couple of minutes.
To extend the studied region to cover also medial sites with longer
distances to the APB hotspot (16, 18, 20, and 24mm), we applied a
protocol in which the transducer was placed at the midpoint between the
APB hotspot (test-stimulus target) and the site of the conditioning stim-
ulus; each transducer location was used to stimulate only one CS target.
The transducer was placed at the four positions in a randomized order
and each position was visited four times (in total 16 pulse sequences).
Each pulse sequence contained four repetitions of each ISI, 12 test stimuli
alone, and four repetitions of the conditioning stimulus alone, all in a
randomized order. Also in this part, ISI ranged from 0.5 to 10ms (20
ISIs), ITI was 4–6 s, and brief breaks separated consecutive pulse se-
quences. The intensities of the conditioning and test stimuli were 80 and
120% RMT, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the key parameters of the
experiments.
2.3.2. Experiment 1b: paired-pulse single-site TMS on Subject 1
The TMS-induced E-ﬁeld affects a relatively broad cortical regiont 1b Experiment 2 Experiment 3
9 (8) 9 (8)
T in 5% 24–80% RMT in 0.5% steps (both
E-ﬁeld polarities)
48–170% RMT (13 intensities, both
E-ﬁeld polarities)
120% RMT 120% RMT
ot APB hotspot Surroundings of the APB hotspot
ot APB hotspot APB hotspot
(20 ISIs)a 0.5 and 2.5 ms 0.5 and 2.5ms
4–6 s 4–6 s
1 16
45 54
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Experiment 1a, the conditioning stimulus caused a signiﬁcant E-ﬁeld at
the hotspot even when its peak E-ﬁeld targeted an adjacent site. To un-
derstand the effect of this stray E-ﬁeld, we performed with Subject 1 a
paired-pulse TMS experiment, in which both the conditioning and the
test stimuli were administered to the APB hotspot. We varied the in-
tensity of the conditioning stimulus from 50 to 75% RMT in 5% steps to
mimic the effect of the non-zero E-ﬁeld at the hotspot in Experiment 1a,
in which the conditioning stimulus targeted an adjacent site. The in-
tensity of the test stimulus (120% RMT), ISI (0.5–10ms, 20 values), and
ITI (4–6 s) matched those of Experiment 1a for direct comparison. These
stimuli were divided into 16 pulse sequences, each containing one
repetition of each pulse pair, three single pulses at 120% RMT, and one
single pulse at each test-stimulus intensity, all in a randomized order.
2.3.3. Experiment 2: paired pulse single-site TMS on all subjects
Experiments 1a and1b revealed that theCS intensity at theAPBhotspot
largely explains how a conditioning stimulus targeting the surroundings of
the hotspot affect MEPs measured from APB (see Section 3.1). Therefore,
Experiments 2 and 3 were conducted on all subject with the purpose of
separating the effect of direct hotpot stimulation from the effect of stim-
ulating its surroundings.
To ﬁnd the threshold intensity above which a conditioning stimulus
at the hotspot inhibits MEPs for each subject, we varied the intensity of
the conditioning stimulus while keeping the test stimulus at 120% RMT.
In this experiment, we used ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms and varied the intensity
of the conditioning stimulus from 24% to 80%RMT in 0.5% steps; at each
ISI and intensity, we administered one stimulus. Sampling just one
stimulus per intensity was selected because the average MEP amplitude
can be assumed to be a smooth function of the CS intensity (Ilic et al.,
2002), and consequently the typical MEP amplitude at given CS intensity
can be obtained with a moving median ﬁlter over the different CS in-
tensities. The single-pulse-per-intensity sampling also provides higher
resolution on the CS threshold intensity than sampling multiple pulses
per intensity for a ﬁxed total number of stimuli. These sessions included
also a similar set of stimuli in which the polarity of the conditioning
stimulus was reversed to account for the opposite E-ﬁeld direction on the
medial and lateral sides of the APB hotspot (Fig. 2B). For reference, we
had 45 single-pulse stimuli at 120% RMT. The stimulation order was
randomized and the stimuli were divided into nine pulse sequences. ITI
was 4–6 s.
2.3.4. Experiment 3: two-coil paired-pulse TMS
To learn how the stimulation of the surroundings of the APB hotspot
contribute to the inhibition at ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms, we conducted a
paired-pulse experiment in which the conditioning stimulus was given by
the oval coil and the test stimulus by the ﬁgure-of-eight coil (Fig. 2B; all
participants included). Here, the test stimulus targeted the APB hotspot,
while the conditioning stimulus affected its surroundings (the oval coil
induces zero E-ﬁeld at a point below its center; see Fig. 2B). The test-
stimulus intensity was 120% RMT. The CS intensity was deﬁned rela-
tive to the individual TS intensity at motor threshold based on the peak
CS E-ﬁeld at about 25mm from the APB hotspot (Fig. 2B); 13 different
intensities from 48% to 170% RMT were determined. The conditioning
stimuli were applied with both E-ﬁeld polarities, there being 16 repeti-
tions of each pulse pair. In addition, we administered 54 single pulses at
120% RMT with the ﬁgure-of-eight coil and 10 single pulses at both E-
ﬁeld polarities at the maximum intensity with the oval coil. Again, the
order of the pulses was randomized, and the stimuli were divided into
nine pulse sequences (note that we had a set of nine pulse sequences for
both 0.5-and 2.5-ms ISIs, i.e., a total of 18 pulse sequences). In this
experiment, the duration of the ﬁrst phase of all pulses was ﬁxed to
81.2 μs, corresponding to 120% stimulation strength relative to that of
pulses with a 60-μs ﬁrst phase. The applied CS and TS intensities were
realized by varying the capacitor voltages.
Because stimulation with the oval coil produced MEPs in some4subjects, we conducted an additional session in which we administered
single-pulse TMS with the oval coil at the intensities used in the paired-
pulse sessions (intensities of the side maximums between 48% and 170%
RMT). This session contained 86 pulses all at different intensities, using
both E-ﬁeld polarities in a random order. ISI was 4–6 s. In this part, the
duration of the ﬁrst phase of all pulses was ﬁxed to 81.2 μs and the in-
tensity was adjusted by varying the capacitor voltage. This measurement
was not conducted with Subjects 1, 2, and 4.
2.4. Data analysis
Data were analyzed with Matlab R2016a or newer (The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA) andMathematica 11 or newer (Wolfram Research,
Inc., Champaign, IL, USA). We rejected trials containing muscle pre-
activation, artefacts, or noise exceeding 15 μV in amplitude in the 200-
ms timewindow preceding TMS (for Subject 6, a threshold of20 μVwas
used for the data collected on the ﬁrst day). Consequently, 2% of the
trials were rejected. We determined the MEP peak-to-peak amplitude and
MEP onset latency with respect to the test stimulus in the accepted trials.
The MEP onset latency for each trial was obtained by visual inspection.
Relative MEP amplitudes and differences in latency were obtained by
comparing the medians of the corresponding paired-pulse responses to
those due to single-pulse TMS in the same session. The median was
preferred over the mean to reduce the effect of outliers. The latency
analysis considered only those trials in which an MEP was visible; thus,
for pulse pairs with the strongest inhibition, only a low number of trials
was included in the analysis. For each subject, we computed the center of
gravity of the electronically mappedmotor responses (Wassermann et al.,
1992) and determined also the locations of the maximums of these maps
(supplementary material).
To estimate the extent of the cortex affected by TMS, we computed
the TMS-induced E-ﬁelds using individual four-compartment head
models that contain realistic scalp, skull, and cerebrospinal ﬂuid com-
partments and a homogeneous isotropic brain compartment. The E-ﬁeld
was computed using the reciprocal surface integral approach presented
in detail in (Stenroos and Koponen, 2019). Anatomical head models were
built from T1-weighted magnetic resonance images segmented and
meshed using SimNIBS (Windhoff et al., 2013), iso2mesh (Fang and
Boas, 2009), and FreeSurfer (Fischl, 2012) software toolboxes, and the
TMS coils were modeled using magnetic dipole distributions (1,656 di-
poles for the ﬁgure-of-eight coil, 333 dipoles for the oval coil). The E-ﬁeld
was computed directly in the motor cortex on a surface mesh that had the
vertex spacing of approximately 1mm.
2.4.1. Experiments 1a and 1b: paired-pulse mTMS and paired-pulse single-
site TMS on Subject 1
We used cluster-based permutation statistics (Maris and Oostenveld,
2007) to identify statistically signiﬁcant differences between
paired-pulse mTMS/TMS and single-pulse TMS in Experiments 1a and
1b. We applied the Mann–Whitney U test to obtain the U-statistics for the
difference between the paired-pulse mTMS/TMS and single-pulse TMS
data at each CS-target/intensity–ISI pair; from these statistics, we sub-
tracted the expected statistics given no difference between the datasets.
After discarding the values corresponding to data with p-values above
0.001 (for the null hypothesis of no difference), we computed cluster
statistics by summing up the U-statistics of the neighboring data points
(neighbors in the ISI or CS-target/intensity dimensions, the discarded
points deﬁned the cluster borders). This gave us ISIs and
CS-targets/intensities belonging to several candidate clusters. We
assessed the statistical signiﬁcance of each of these clusters by pooling
the paired-pulse and single-pulse data, by drawing 100,000 random
permutations with the original sample sizes, and by computing the
maximum cluster statistics for each of these permutations. Finally, we
obtained a two-tailed p-value for each candidate cluster by comparing the
original cluster statistics to the distribution of the maximum statistics in
the randomized data. The clusters were considered signiﬁcant at
J.O. Nieminen et al. NeuroImage 203 (2019) 116194p< 0.001 after a Bonferroni correction of eight (four tests for these data
of Subject 1 and four tests for MEP latencies, see Section 2.4.2).
We assessed the similarity of the MEPs obtained in Experiments 1a
and 1b by computing the (standardized) cross-correlation between the
respective datasets. First, we linearly interpolated the data in the CS-
target dimension to a grid with 0.1-mm spacings (in Experiment 1a,
the original data locations in this dimension corresponded to the loca-
tions of the E-ﬁeld maximums in the individual head model; the CS in-
tensities used in Experiment 1b were converted to CS targets by
considering the targets at which an 80%-RMT conditioning stimulus
would cause the given intensity at the APB hotspot according to indi-
vidual E-ﬁeld modeling). We computed the cross-correlations for both
the MEP-amplitude and MEP-latency data shifted in 0.1-mm steps in the
CS-target dimension.
2.4.2. Experiment 2: paired-pulse single-site TMS on all subjects
We quantiﬁed the CS intensities at which the MEP amplitudes in
Experiment 2 started to drop for each ISI and CS polarity. This was done
by computing the third quartile of the relative MEP amplitudes over
running windows of 80 consecutive samples of the data across subjects
(approximately 10 samples per subject, or a 5%-RMT window) and
detecting the intensity at which the quartile ﬁrst dropped below 1.
To test the null hypothesis that the MEP latencies associated with low
and high CS intensities in Experiment 2 were identical, we conducted a
post-hoc analysis based on permutation statistics. We split the median
difference in MEP latency (differences between paired- and single-pulse
MEP latencies) to two equally large groups (split at about 50%-RMT in-
tensity); one of them contained the data associated with low and the
other one the data associated with high CS intensities. We calculated the
median difference in latency over CS intensities and subjects for both
groups and the difference of the group medians. Then, we pooled the
data, drew 1,000,000 random permutations with equal group sizes, and
computed the difference in the medians for each permutation. Finally, to
obtain a two-tailed p-value, we compared the median difference in the
original dataset to the distribution of differences in the permutated
datasets. This analysis was conducted separately for the ISIs of 0.5 and
2.5ms and both CS polarities. The p-values were Bonferroni-corrected by
a factor of eight (four of these tests and four tests with the data of Subject
1, see Section 2.4.1).
2.4.3. Experiment 3: two-coil paired-pulse mTMS
In Experiment 3, we analyzed the MEP amplitudes as a function of the
width of the cortical region where the CS intensity was below 50% RMT
according to individual E-ﬁeld modeling. In this experiment, the condi-
tioning stimuli were administered with both E-ﬁeld polarities. To quan-
tify how similarly these two CS types affected the MEP amplitudes, we
calculated the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient between the related group-
level datasets.
3. Results
3.1. Experiments 1a and 1b: paired-pulse mTMS and paired-pulse single-
site TMS on subject 1
Fig. 3 summarizes the APB responses to paired-pulse mTMS. When
the conditioning stimulus was administered to the APB hotspot, the re-
sponses were in line with earlier ﬁndings showing strongest inhibition at
submillisecond (<1ms) ISIs and at ISIs around 2.5ms (Fisher et al., 2002;
Roshan et al., 2003; Vucic et al., 2006) and facilitation at ISIs longer than
6ms (Kujirai et al., 1993). The two dominant inhibitory ISIs extended as
U-shaped bands to the lateral and medial sides of the hotspot (Fig. 3A).
Facilitation appeared strongest when the conditioning stimulus was
administered to the immediate vicinity of the hotspot and reduced with
increasing distance from it. The conditioning stimulus at the APB hotspot
showed the largest reduction in MEP latency for ISIs around 5ms
(Fig. 3B). This reduction on latency diminished for shorter and longer ISIs5and as a function of distance from the hotspot. The effect of the condi-
tioning stimulus on MEP amplitude and latency seemed to disappear
when the pulse was given further than 20mm from the hotspot. The
asymmetry present in the data with respect to the APB hotspot (Fig. 3, left
panels) is likely due to the cortical anatomy or the identiﬁed hotspot,
which was 2.4 mm on the lateral side of the center of gravity of the
mapped motor responses (Supplementary Fig. S1). Comparing the
paired-pulse mTMS MEP amplitudes (Fig. 3A, left panel) to those evoked
by paired-pulse TMS to the APB hotspot (Fig. 3A, right panel) suggests
that the mTMS results could be explained by the intensity of the condi-
tioning stimulus at the hotspot (or within a few millimeters from it), as
the two plots appear highly similar. A similar phenomenon is visible also
in the MEP latency (Fig. 3B, left and right panels). For the amplitude and
latency data, the maximal cross-correlations of 0.94 and 0.77 between
the datasets of Experiment 1a and 1b were obtained with shifts of 1.1 and
2.4mm, respectively. These shifts were in line with the center of gravity
of the mapped single-pulse motor responses (2.4mm for Subject 1).
3.2. Experiment 2: paired-pulse single-site TMS on all subjects
The recorded MEP amplitudes for the ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms as a
function of the CS intensity in Experiment 2 are shown in Fig. 4. For the
PA-directed conditioning stimulus, at 0.5-ms ISI, there was a transition
from baseline MEP amplitudes to nearly complete inhibition between 40
and 70% RMT. The third quartiles of the relative MEP amplitudes fell
below 1 at 45%-RMT and 52%-RMT intensity for PA- and AP-directed
conditioning stimuli, respectively. When the polarity of the condition-
ing stimulus was reversed, the inhibition appeared weaker. For an ISI of
2.5 ms, the transition from no to complete MEP reduction seemed to start
at intensities above 50% for both stimulation polarities. In this case, the
third quartiles of the relative MEP amplitudes fell below 1 at 56%-RMT
and 62%-RMT intensity for PA- and AP-directed conditioning stimuli,
respectively. There was, however, considerable variation between sub-
jects. Supplementary Fig. S2 illustrates how the MEP onset latency
changed as a function of the CS intensity. Post-hoc analysis revealed that
at the ISI of 0.5ms, the MEP latency was about 0.4 ms longer at stronger
CS intensities for both PA- and AP-directed stimulation (p¼ 0.0006 for
PA-directed conditioning stimulus, and p¼ 0.003 for AP-directed con-
ditioning stimulus; two-tailed Bonferroni-corrected p-values). At an ISI of
2.5 ms, we observed no statistically signiﬁcant effect of the CS intensity
on the MEP latency (p¼ 1.0 for PA-directed conditioning stimulus;
p¼ 0.59 for AP-directed conditioning stimulus; two-tailed Bonferroni-
corrected p-values).
3.3. Experiment 3: two-coil paired-pulse mTMS
Fig. 5 presents the MEP amplitudes obtained when the conditioning
stimulus administered by the oval coil stimulated only the surroundings
of the APB hotspot (for MEP latencies, see Supplementary Fig. S3). The
data are visualized as a function of the width of the region where the CS
intensity was below 50% RMT. According to Fig. 4, this 50%-RMT in-
tensity roughly deﬁnes a threshold above which a conditioning stimulus
inhibits MEPs. The behavior at ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms was different
(Fig. 5). At 0.5-ms ISI, there was no visible inhibition for most of the
subjects. Instead, the MEP amplitudes were facilitated with increasing
oval-coil stimulation intensities. In contrast, at an ISI of 2.5ms, a sufﬁ-
ciently strong conditioning stimulus reduced the MEP amplitudes. For
both ISIs, when the CS intensity was increased such that the width of the
region of weak CS intensity (below 50% RMT) was reduced below about
15mm, the responses started to deviate from those evoked at lower CS
intensities. There were, however, some differences between subjects:
Subjects 3 and 7 showed no inhibition at ISI¼ 2.5ms, the responses of
Subject 4 were inhibited at ISI¼ 0.5ms, and Subject 5 behaved very
differently from all the others. The positive and negative oval-coil cur-
rents resulted in similar MEP amplitudes, the correlation of the median
MEP amplitudes associated with the two oval-coil current directions
Fig. 3. Paired-pulse mTMS and paired-pulse single-site TMS on Subject 1. (A) Median MEP amplitudes in the paired-pulse mTMS (left) and paired-pulse single-site
TMS (right) experiments. (B) Median differences in MEP latencies due to paired-pulse mTMS (left) and single-site TMS (right). In the left panels of (A) and (B), the
horizontal axis indicates the location of the maximum of the induced E-ﬁeld of the conditioning stimulus according to individual E-ﬁeld modeling (two CS targets had
their E-ﬁeld maximum at þ11.5 mm; the corresponding data are displayed at þ11.25 and 11.75 mm, respectively). In (A) and (B), the asterisks indicate statistically
signiﬁcant differences between the paired-pulse mTMS/TMS and single-pulse TMS (two-tailed p < 0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons). The horizontal axes of
the left and right panels are made visually comparable by spacing the CS intensities according to the CS target locations at which an 80%-RMT conditioning stimulus
would cause the given CS intensity at the APB hotspot (given the individual head model); thus, 80% and 50% RMT correspond to 0 and 15.7 or þ13.4 mm,
respectively.
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2, single-pulse oval-coil stimulation at the maximum intensity produced
clear MEPs with both E-ﬁeld polarities.
4. Discussion
In Experiment 3 (two-coil paired-pulse mTMS), we found that at
ISI¼ 0.5ms, motor responses were not affected when the width of the
weakly stimulated region was greater than about 15mm. In this case, the
group-level results revealed no inhibition in MEPs. In contrast, we
observed facilitation of the MEPs with the strongest CS intensities. This is
likely because the conditioning stimuli activated surrounding facilitatory
neuronal structures. This provides evidence that inhibition and facilita-
tion are due to different cortical structures, adding to, e.g., the ﬁndings of
Ziemann et al. (1996b) who showed that the inhibitory effect is inde-
pendent of the direction of the induced E-ﬁeld whereas the facilitation is
maximized with a PA-oriented E-ﬁeld. Previously, SICI at these short ISIs
has been attributed to axonal refractoriness or synaptic mechanisms
(Fisher et al., 2002; Hanajima et al., 2003; Roshan et al., 2003; Vucic
et al., 2009, 2011). Our ﬁndings suggest that SICI at ISI¼ 0.5ms is
mediated by cortical structures (including those responsible for the6refractoriness of the neurons) located within 8mm from the APB hotspot,
despite there being millimeter-range uncertainty in the locations of the
underlying APB hotspots (see Supplementary Fig. S1). In contrast, at
ISI¼ 2.5ms, there is a slight reduction in the overall MEP amplitudes
even when the width of the weakly stimulated region is larger. Inhibition
appears at least when the width of this region is reduced below 15mm,
showing that at this ISI neuronal structures approximately 8mm away
from the APB hotspot contribute to SICI. With increasing CS intensity, the
inhibition at ISI¼ 2.5ms seems to turn into facilitation (Fig. 5B), likely
because facilitatory neuronal structures become activated and their effect
exceeds that of the inhibitory structures. This may be seen as a form of
competition between SICI and SICF mechanisms (Peurala et al., 2008).
Asanuma and Okuda (1962) found that in cats a small facilitatory area of
pyramidal-tract neurons is surrounded by a larger inhibitory area. They
also concluded that the inhibitory effect became the stronger the closer a
stimulus was given to this excitatory area (Asanuma and Okuda, 1962).
The behavior of the median MEP amplitudes shown in Fig. 5B is in line
with their observations.
It is noteworthy that the CS polarity in Experiment 3 (two-coil paired-
pulse mTMS) had minimal impact on the resulting MEPs. This implies
either that the cortical structures affected by the conditioning stimuli
Fig. 4. MEP amplitude as a function of CS intensity. (A) ISI¼ 0.5 ms, (B) ISI¼ 2.5 ms. The colored lines display the median of 10 consecutive data points (colored
dots) for each subject. The thick black lines show the median across all subjects. The data are normalized to the median MEP amplitude due to single 120%-RMT
pulses. Negative CS intensities indicate AP-directed stimulation. Note the logarithmic MEP-amplitude scale.
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PA- and AP-oriented pulses affected these structures equally. On the
other hand, in the conventional paired-pulse TMS study, PA-oriented
conditioning stimuli seemed to be slightly more effective in inducing
SICI than AP-oriented stimuli both at 0.5 and 2.5-ms ISI (Fig. 4).
Assuming that also the structures surrounding the APB hotspot (i.e.,
structures stimulated with the oval coil) exhibit a similar dependency on
the stimulation orientation, we may conclude that the lateral and medial
sides of the APB hotspot contain cortical structures that similarly affect
MEP amplitudes.
We evaluated systematically how the location of the conditioning
stimulus and the ISI affect MEPs evoked by a test stimulus (Experiment
1a). We found that SICI due to a translated conditioning stimulus is
similar to SICI due to a non-translated conditioning stimulus with
matched E-ﬁeld intensities at the targeted hotspot. The ISI exhibiting the
strongest SICI seemed to increase with decreasing CS intensity at the APB
hotspot being 2.0–2.5ms at 80% MSO and about 3ms at 60% MSO
(Fig. 3A). In line with our ﬁndings on SICI, Ziemann et al. (1996b)
observed that SICF in a paired-pulse TMS setting was reduced when the
conditioning stimulus receded from the location of the test stimulus; their
ﬁndings might also be due to the reduction of the E-ﬁeld intensity of the
conditioning stimulus at the motor hotspot. Thus, studies of SICI and SICF
with adjacent stimuli seem to beneﬁt from taking into account the spread
of the E-ﬁeld, similar to single-pulse TMS motor mappings (Bohning
et al., 2001; Pitk€anen et al., 2017; Thickbroom et al., 1998; Thielscher
and Kammer, 2002). The focality, and thus the spread, of the E-ﬁeld
induced by the transducer used in this study is similar to that of com-
mercial TMS coils (Koponen et al., 2018a; Nieminen et al., 2015). The
conclusions from Experiments 1a and 1b are based on a single subject.
However, given the straightforward experimental design, the simplicity
of the analysis comparing the results of these two experiments, and the
striking similarity of the results, we consider the conclusions well
justiﬁed.
In this study, the original stimulation targets referred to the induced7E-ﬁeld maxima measured in a spherical head model. The locations of the
peak E-ﬁeld in the individual head geometry slightly differ from these
values. In Fig. 3 (left panels), the clustering of the locations of the E-ﬁeld
maxima for the conditioning stimulus occurs because sometimes a slight
change in the CS target makes the E-ﬁeld maximum jump across a sulcus.
Despite such nonlinear behavior of location of the E-ﬁeld maximum, the
E-ﬁeld intensity at any location exhibits smooth behavior with respect to
changes in the CS target (Fig. 3, right panels). The estimated width of the
region stimulatedwith a weak CS intensity is based on the behavior of the
modeled E-ﬁeld in realistic individual geometry. Differences between the
individual cortical anatomies (e.g., curvature of M1) may also explain
some of the variation seen in the results. In the present study, we aimed to
induce an E-ﬁeld directed perpendicular to the global anatomy of the left
M1; this may have resulted in suboptimal stimulation of the locations
that are differently aligned (Dubbioso et al., 2017; Rafﬁn et al., 2015). It
is worth noting that in Experiment 3 (two-coil paired-pulse mTMS) re-
sponses of some participants differed from the group-level results, the
reason for this remaining unknown. Thus, in addition to the group-level
results, it is worth exploring the individual results. For example, in
Subject 5, weak oval-coil stimulation produced no MEPs (Supplementary
Fig. S4) but largely suppressed the MEP responses due to the 120%-RMT
test pulses (Fig. 5). In the same subject, strong oval-coil conditioning
stimuli strongly reduced the MEP onset latency unlike in the other sub-
jects (Supplementary Fig. S3). Similarly, in this subject, MEP latencies
due to single-pulse oval-coil stimulation were reduced compared to
ﬁgure-of-eight-coil stimulation (Supplementary Fig. S4). This suggests
that, in this subject, the oval coil activated neuronal structures that were
closer to the motor output circuits than those activated with the
ﬁgure-of-eight coil. In this subject, single-pulse ﬁgure-of-eight-coil
stimulation at 120% RMT produced MEPs comparable to those of the
other subjects. Note that due to the withdrawal of Subject 8, only eight
subjects completed Experiment 3 with the 0.5-ms ISI.
Our data on the SICI as a function of the CS intensity is in line with
earlier ﬁndings. We observed that inhibition at ISI¼ 0.5ms emerged at
Fig. 5. Two-coil paired-pulse TMS. MEP amplitude as a function of the size of
the weakly stimulated region (CS intensity <50% RMT) with an ISI of (A) 0.5
and (B) 2.5ms. The data are displayed relative to the median MEP amplitude
due to single 120%-RMT pulses. The colored lines show the median responses of
individual subjects. The solid black lines display the median over all subjects.
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Kujirai et al. (1993) (ISI¼ 3ms), Sch€afer et al. (1997) (ISI¼ 1ms), and
Vaalto et al. (2011) (ISI¼ 2ms) who also observed that inhibition
emerged when the CS intensity reached about 50% RMT. The 0.5- and
2.5-ms ISIs for Experiments 2 and 3 were selected based on the observed
strong SICI in Experiment 1 at 80%-RMT CS intensity and on the litera-
ture (e.g., Fisher et al., 2002; Roshan et al., 2003; Vucic et al., 2009).
However, these ISIs may not exactly match the ones representing the
strongest SICI for each subject at that CS intensity. On the other hand,
based on Peurala et al. (2008), an ISI of 2.1ms could have been advan-
tageous to minimize the effect of SICF on the results. However, similar to
the ISI corresponding to the strongest SICI (Fig. 3A, right panel), the
optimal ISI to minimize the contribution of SICF may also depend on the
CS intensity. Thus, a more elaborate experimental paradigm would have
been needed to ensure maximal sensitivity to SICI and minimal impact of
SICF.
Depending on the point of view, the inclusion of both right- and left-
handed participants may be considered either as a strength or a limita-
tion of the study. As only three left-handed participants were studied, it is
hard to conclude whether some of the individual differences are due to
the handedness. In Experiment 3 with the 2.5-ms ISI, however, only the
three left-handed subjects (Subjects 3, 7, and 9) exhibited MEP facilita-
tion when the width of the region with weak CS intensity was between 108and 15mm (Fig. 5B). For Subject 9, however, this deviation from the
behavior of the right-handed participants is only due to one data point.
On the other hand, in Experiment 2, Subject 3 is the one that exhibited
weak SICI at all applied CS intensities at the 2.5-ms ISI (Fig. 4B).
Given that Hannah et al. (2017), who compared conditioning stimuli
with 30- and 120-μs periods of rising current, reported that SICI for
PA-oriented stimuli increased with CS pulse duration, our variable CS
waveformmight have slightly affected our results in those experiments in
which the pulse duration was varied (in Experiment 3, the CS waveform
was ﬁxed). However, it is not straightforward to translate their ﬁndings
to our study due to differences between the stimulation waveforms used
in these studies (e.g., in Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2, the duration of the
rising phase of the conditioning stimuli was 10.1–44.4 μs, and our
waveforms contained a 30-μs hold period (Koponen et al., 2018b)) and
the preliminary nature of their report. On the other hand, variation in our
test stimuli was minor (duration of the rising phase was 81.2–86.3 μs)
and thus unlikely affected our ﬁndings; D’Ostilio et al. (2016) have
further reported, e.g., that MEP latency for PA-oriented stimulation is
independent of the pulse duration.
We foresee that the demonstrated mTMS technology opens totally
new possibilities to study the brain. Future multi-coil transducers (e.g.,
ones similar to our 5-coil design (Koponen et al., 2018a)) should make it
convenient to study functional connections between nearby brain re-
gions, e.g., the supplementary motor area, the primary somatosensory
cortex, and M1. Automatic mapping of motor representation areas
(Supplementary Fig. S1) or other cortical parameters could also improve
clinical practice.
5. Conclusions
Our experiments provided new evidence supporting the view that the
inhibition at ISIs of 0.5 and 2.5ms are of different origin. At both ISIs,
APB MEP amplitudes were affected when a conditioning stimulus acti-
vated neuronal structures situated within approximately 8mm from the
APB hotspot targeted by a 120%-RMT test stimulus providing an estimate
of the size of the cortical region within which SICI (or SICF) originate. In
a paired-pulse TMS study in which nearby targets are stimulated, one
should carefully control for the spatial distribution of the E-ﬁeld, as we
found similar SICI for a translated conditioning stimulus and a non-
translated conditioning stimulus with matched E-ﬁeld intensities at the
APB hotspot. As we demonstrated, mTMS with electronic control of the
stimulus location allows studies in which nearby targets are stimulated at
millisecond-scale intervals.
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Appendix. Adjustment of stimulation intensity based on pulse waveform
Here we describe how the pulse waveforms were varied to adjust the stimulation intensity. We used this methodology both to change the stimulation
target and to stimulate the same target (APB hotspot) at two different intensities at millisecond-scale ISIs.
In principle, the stimulation intensity, which depends on the capacitor voltages, and the E-ﬁeld proﬁle, which depends on the ratio of the capacitor
voltages, in mTMS could be changed by adjusting the capacitor voltages. This kind of adjustment, however, is inherently slow and may take from a few
tens of milliseconds to seconds. To overcome this limitation, we adjusted the duration of the initial positive phase of the stimulation waveform to obtain
the desired amount of neuronal membrane polarization (Peterchev et al., 2013) in the presence of a given capacitor voltage (Fig. A1).
Fig. A.1. Adjusting stimulation intensity by varying the pulse waveform. (A) Measured current waveforms at a ﬁxed capacitor voltage for pulses with different
durations. (B) Calculated membrane depolarization due to the waveforms of (A); here, we have assumed a 200-μs neuronal time constant. The data are normalized to
those of pulses with a 60-μs initial phase. The colors link the data of the two panels.
We modeled the effect of the pulse waveform on the polarization of the neuronal membrane by assuming a 200-μs cellular time constant (Barker
et al., 1991; Peterchev et al., 2013). To make the pulses match each other in terms of non-linear effects of the neuronal membrane (Koponen et al.,
2018b), the positive and negative phases of the induced E-ﬁeld were separated by a 30-μs hold period of near-zero E-ﬁeld intensity (Fig. A1).
In those paired-pulse mTMS protocols in which the conditioning stimulus was administered to a target within 15mm from the APB hotspot, the
capacitor voltages and pulse durations were set so that the subsequent test stimulus would have the desired strength without any voltage adjustment. In
these protocols, the test stimuli were administered using the ﬁgure-of-eight coil only. When the transducer was placed between the two targets, the
polarity of the current in the oval coil was reversed between the two pulses and the adjustment of the pulse duration was used to compensate for the
reduction in capacitor voltages due to the conditioning stimulus.References
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